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PRIMA LUNA PROLOGUE 8
GD player

MF AUDI(I
preamplifier

> IUS.PERTORMANCE 6LE & DALI 4OOLE 25th SPEAKERS
> BANG & OLUFSEN BEOSOUND 4/BEOLAB 4 SYSTEM
> GERMAN PHYSIKS HRSl20 OMNI LOUDSPEAKERS

ADAM TENSOR GAMMA
loudspeakers

> OPPO DV.g8OH DVD PLAYER
> KRELL KID |POD DOCK
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Plimaluna's new
PloLogue Eignt is
one of the first
cD playels to
rcach tne market
with a ualue
dfiven clocking
circuit. Dauid
Pfice watches
and leams...

data itself isnt running through the

circuitry with metronomic precision

- correct timing is an absolutelY

fundamental start Doint for accurate

sound.The t rouble is ,  not  a l l  d ig i ta l

clocks are created equal - some are

like Swiss trains, others like those

that randomly roll into che sntions

in this great country. How sol Well,

wherever there's a chance to save

money, manufacturers will invariably

take it...

Although measurable by

sophisticated electronic equiPment,

Clookwlse
f lthough your grandma will
fI associate it with the nine-
- I

f I teen thirties iazzdance
lI craze, iitter has a less

f , r " , , r x t  
L u t t u L d L r u t  r u l

- Ils audioohiles. as it's the

word used to describe digital time

domain distortion. Put simply, digital

audio c i rcui t ry,  running in ' real  t ime'

( i .e.  p laying music 'on the f ly ' )  needs

to know exactly when to (and when

not to) look for audio data coming

from an optical transport. lt then

needs to read it at exactly the right

time before it can properly per^form

the var ious number crunching dut ies

required to turn it into an analogue

waveform. lf the timing drifts ever so

slightly out, then things get'smeared'

like a photograph taken at too slow a

shutter  speed.. .

Whi ls t  the recent  craze in

dig i ta l  audio has been upsampl ing
- ramping the sampl ing f requency

uo to 96 or even l92kHz - where

it produces few artefacts anywhere

near the audio band, clever tricks

like this mean nothing if the digital
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the most acLurate gauge of the
phenomenon is the human ear, which

hears jitter as tonal hardness and

general lack of clarity.And because it's

so fundamental, you cant really make

up for it later on in the digital signal

processing chain, by ramping down

the treble response for example.

Just like a speed-unstable analogue

turntable, no amount of fancy

ancillaries further down the chain can

reign the problem back in.

What's needed is the best

oossible clock - and here we see

a number of manufacturers now

actively attempting this in their

designs. PrimaLuna's ProLogue

Eight is the first production CD

player to come fitted with the
'SuoerTubeClock', which uses a

low-noise mini-triode vacuum

tube. Neville Roberts tried AH!'s

aftermarket version of this very

design in the September 2007 issue of

Hi'Fi World, and was most impressed.

It is claimed to provide "vastly

superior resolution, detail retrieval,

improved clarity, increased defi nition

from top to bottom" no less, and for

once we found the manufacturert

claims matched our findings [see
MEASURED PERFORMANCEI, with

this machine turning in the lowest

.litter we have ever measured.

That's not the only tube in the

player, because the Prologue Eight

sports more glass bottles than the

perfume counter at your local House

of Fraser. In addition to the single

clock valve, there's a dual mono

zero-feedback analogue output stage

using one l2AX7 and one l2AU7 per

channel, plus a vacuum tube rectified

power supply incorporating eleven

separate power supply regulation

circuits. Custom designed isolation

transformers separate the analogue

and digital devices for decreased

signal degradation and improved

sonics, say Primaluna, and there's

also a decent sprinkling of high

quality resistors and polypropylene

coupling capacitors fitted as standard.

In-between the specially clocked

transport and the tube output stage

lies the fatest Burr Brown Pclrll792

DAC with SRC4192 upsampl ing

circuit.

The machine wins no prizes for

good looks or slick operation - the

Prologue Eight is merely purposefully

styled, with the large complement of

valves on top making it look strangely

similar to a tube preamplifier.The

thick, slab-like aluminium front panel

confers a sense of quality, as does

the not inconsiderable weight, but

the disc drawer is a generic plasticky

affair, its feel remarkably similar to the

cheaoer Eastern Electric MiniMax CD.

Round the back there! a single pair

REVIEW

of RCA analogue outputs, plus one soundstage but doesnt exactly place
coaxial and one optical digital output. instruments within it with millimetric
A nice, substantial metal remote precision.The Prologue Eight is quite
control unit is supplied. different; its soundstage isnt quite

as huge (l've heard nothing at this
SOUltlD QUALlil price that is), but inside it things are
A highly distinctive sounding design, rendered with breathtaking accuracy
put against my class reference Astin - both tonally and rhythmically. lt's
Trew AT3500 (a { |, | 00 player that like you've just given your auto-focus
easily competes with most {1,500 camera! shutter release button first
machines), the Primaluna turned in pressure, and it's suddenly snapped
a dramatically different performance. everything into exact focus.
Whilst the former delights with a Kate Bush!'Moving' showed
vast, expansive soundstage and a this in no uncertain terms.The song
bombastic, exuberant musicality is a beautiful late period analogue
- where everything seems a little recording (1977,Abbey Road), and
larger than life - the latter follows sounds warm and beguiling through
an altogether different track. theAT3500, but switching to the
The Primaluna seems obviously Prologue Eight showed it to be more
less coloured than my reference, than iust a romantic, sumptuous,
erring closer to the likes of Rega's sepia-tinged epic. lnstead, the

n " r r t t r r " ' r r ' ' l a t h a
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scng sounded earthy and crganic,,,

solid-state Saturn in its natural,

unembellished tonality. Indeed, it's

actually quite spry by comparison to

the Astin Trew - with a very crisp and

wel l  l i t  t reble.

Fun Lovin '  Cr iminals"Uo on

the Hi l l ' ,  a r ich,  fu lsome sl ice of

classic pop/rap made for fascinating

comoarisons.You can hear the fact

that the Primaluna has a slightly

rising treble; itt not forward but is

certainly atmospheric. Interestingly

though, unlike some CD players

even with ruler-flat response curves,

there's no spitch - no sense of

sibilance that suggests a 
'peaky'

design.At the other end of the scale,

bass is obviously lighter than the AI

again the Primaluna lacking anything

in the way of euphony down low, but

it isnt weak kneed in any sense, as

we shall see later...

Obvious differences already then,

but the midband is where the real

action is.The Astin Trew could be

criticised for being a little rich and

loose here - it throws out a vast

PrimaLuna locked down the recorded

acoustic, letting me hear the four

walls of her vocal booth,the exact

location of each instrument and the

sound of fingers against bass guitar

strings. More startling however was

the way the song timed; it snapped

the musicians' rhythms together,

letting me hear how they were
'playing 

off' one another.The space

between the notes became far more

marked, the song sounding more

broody and evocative.

Katet vocals were carried

differently too - the AT made them

a lictle warm and mushy: very nice

to listen to and suitably seductive.

Tonally the Prologue Eight gave them

a chilly clarity, without erring towards

hardness in the least, but more

marked was the way the wo players

carried her phrasing.The Astin Trew

sounded out of time all of a sudden,

making Kate appear to be reading

from the lyric sheet.The Primaluna,

however, snapped her back into the

soul of the song, carrying her delicate
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showcased the eerie clarity of

this CD player, which served up

a precise yec musically convincing

rendition. Unlike other', so-called
'analytical' machines, the ProLogue

Eight doesnt suffer from a cerebral

sound ('analysis paralysis') that

rewards only with detail. Indeed it

is dazzlingly detailed, throwing out

every last squeak of an orchestra

chair from the back of the hall, but

never does this become a trade-off

with its unerring musicality.Things

bound along with a loyous, carefree

nature that unipivot tonearm-using

analogue addicts will instantly

recognise. Indeed, the similarities are

marked...

The only real downside of the

Primaluna is its ever-so-slightly

curtailed dynamics - although in no

way flat or undynamic sounding, it

didnt ouite have the final one-tenth

of visceral impact on crescendos in

classical  music.  l ts  del ic iously natural

and lucid midband more than makes

up for the rival Astin

Trew's fraction more
'shove' however - that

startling clarity at lower

levels makes it just as

lively sounding on most

recordings, if not more.

C0NCLUSl0l'l
A fascinating new

entry to the f  | ,500

si lver  d isc spinner

market, the Primaluna

Prologue Eight brings

vanishingly low jitter

to the game, and its

associated clarity and

rhythmic ease.The

way it recreates the

phrasing of a piece of

music is breathtaking

considering its price
- very few machines

at any market position

can compete in this

Particular resPect.

It's not as warm and

begui l ing a machine

as you'd expect

considering its hefty

tube complement ( i f

you want this, the Astin

Trew is class of the

field), but that's not to

say its only party trick

is stark detailing. Rather,

this is one of the most

l iquid sounding dig i ta l

disc players I've heard,

in the way the different

elements of the mix

seem to live and

breathe by themselves.

An essential audition
- dont be late!

REVIEW

VEBIIICT
Exceptionally natural sounding CD
player, thanks to novel engineering
and rugged build,

FOR
- arrestingly natural timing
- dizzying amounts of detail
- organic musicality

AGAINST
. prosaic styling

tones perfectly syncopated with the

band. Suddenly the song had great

emot ional  ourchase,  and I  could ' feel '

as well as hear the oerformance.This

is precisely the sort of thing good,

high end vinyl does for me, and I have

to say I was surprised to be getting

the same sensation from a sixteen

hundred quid CD spinner.

The strains of Dave Brubeck's
'Time Out', a classic slice of breezy,

modern jazz if there ever was one,

proved another fascinating proving

ground for the PrimaLuna.With'Take

Five'. the player set up a capacious

soundstage inside which dizzying

amounts of detail could be heard
- from the breathing of the brass

players to the shaking of the double

bass.Tonally smooth yet obviously

well lit, this machine didn't try to

artificially enhance this late fifties

recording one jot, but rather tried

to recreate as much of it as it could.

Again, the interplay between the

musicians was masterful,this new CD

player capturing every last dynamic

accent. Switching to my reference

machine, and I got a larger than life

sound, ins ide which th ings were less
precise. Bass was fuller but softer,

whi le dynamics seemed to go louder

but somehow scill have less imoact.

Blondie 's 'Atomic '  ended up being

a three minute-long commercial

for the Primaluna, the Prologue

Eight locking on to singer Debbie

Harry's voice and conveying it with

astonishing clarity and naturalness.

Instead of the usual digital facsimile

that comes with anything except the

most expensive silver disc spinners, it

sounded so earthy and organic - as if

she was in the room with me.True, it

lacked the body that the AT was able

to muster, but the exoressiveness was

enthralling.The clarity with which

the Primaluna carried the rest of the

mix was also breathtaking, making an

inspiring lob of the interplay between

the snare drum and the hi-hat cymbal.

The result was that all-elusive live feel

to the song that I'm used to when

playing my vinyl version of'Eat to the

Beat'.

A Deutsche Grammoohon

recording of Vivaldi's'Four Seasons'

(Karajan, Berlin Philharmonic)
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